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Andrew P. Grau, Esq. Moderates Session of 4th Annual Small Business University 

 

 

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.  February 23, 2015: The law firm of Hamburg, Rubin, Mullin, Maxwell & Lupin is pleased 
to announce that Andrew P. Grau recently moderated a session of the 4

th
 Annual Small Business University, a half day 

education program sponsored by the Penn Suburban Chamber of Commerce. The session focused on business 
transitions and decisions, including intergenerational transfers of ownership, family dynamics, and key actions to 
change or sustain the direction of businesses. 
 
Andrew Grau’s practice focuses on Business Law, Tax Planning, Estate Planning and Estate Administration. His knowledge of 
tax law and planning techniques enables him to provide sound advice to clients of any age, with any level of wealth. From 
simple wills and powers of attorney to sophisticated tax planning, gift planning, and asset protection planning, Andrew is 
equipped to address each client’s unique goals. Andrew counsels business owners through their most important transactions. 
Mergers and acquisitions, owner buy-outs and buy-ins, employment arrangements and business divorces are crucial events 
that Andrew handles routinely. He approaches these events with a focus on protection, full analysis of all issues, and attention 
to detail. Every business with multiple owners can benefit from an up-to-date agreement among the owners with terms to 
protect them from potential creditors and from each other. It is important to decide what happens if an owner dies, becomes 
disabled, or is affected by other significant events. Often, discussion of these issues leads to valuable planning opportunities. 
Andrew knows what issues to discuss, and is adept at guiding business owners through this process. 
 
Andrew also helps clients form businesses. He counsels new entrepreneurs through the initial stages, discussing which form of 
entity to choose, the protective documents to have in place, and how new business owners should conduct operations from a 
legal standpoint. Andrew has vast experience with various types of businesses, and can draft contracts to suit any situation. 
From passive investment companies, to operating businesses and manufacturers, to medical professional practices, Andrew 
deals with a diverse client base. Working with a wide range of businesses keeps his mind flexible when a unique client need 
arises. Andrew is also experienced with non-profit entities. He guides non-profits through the maze of obtaining IRS tax-
exempt approval, and advises the officers on best practices for operating the organization. Andrew helps executors administer 
estates, and trustees administer trusts. His knowledge of the complex laws governing estates and trusts enables him to plan 
and act effectively. He also represents fiduciaries and beneficiaries in disputes involving estates and trusts. 
 
Andrew was admitted to the Bars of Pennsylvania and New Jersey in 2007, and is a member of the Pennsylvania and 
Montgomery Bar Associations and the Christian Legal Society. Andrew graduated cum laude from Ursinus College with a 
degree in Computer Science (B.S. 2004), earned his law degree from Pepperdine University School of Law (2007), and earned 
an LL.M. in Taxation from Villanova University School of Law (2010). 
 
Hamburg, Rubin, Mullin, Maxwell & Lupin is one of the leading law firms in Eastern Pennsylvania providing legal counsel to 
businesses, municipalities and individuals in such areas as business law, litigation, real estate matters, municipal law, trusts and 
estates, family law, criminal law and personal injury matters. The firm’s singular focus is on achieving the best possible result 
for its clients. For more information, please go to www.hrmml.com. 
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